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Thc  rcoicw bcgim wrth consideration of ,{car gcomctry. thc 
/i;rdamcntals of wcar and of bounday lubricant Jilm formation 
a they a$cct thc pcrformancc of ,<cars. 

The  injurncc of thc hydrodynamic oil j l m ,  of EP additrucs, 
,id of mcchan~cal and mctaffur,prcaf factors on fatr.pc pitfrn,q arc 
rhen outlirud. .Vex[, mcthodr for estrmatinq thc onsct d t h e  little- 
-mdrrstoodjbrm of thcrmal farlure q- iubrrcation, leadrnq to thc 
krnd of'srvcrc wcar known ac s d n p  and ~ h c  assocratrd problem 
uf heat dissipatron from gears. are described and disncrscd 

The mniuencc gear matrrral on sni@n,p tendenq, and of 
lulnrrant (ypr on frictron, togcthcr with thc important proccss of 
m t n g - ~ n  arc consrdcred and [cad to rccommcndatrom for thc 
sclcction of orls for parallcl shaJ grars and for i~lorm gcar.c. 
Finalb,  somr comments arc made on thc si,yn$cancc fl bmch tests 

for load-carymng capacip. 

GEAR CONTACT CONDITIONS 

Gear  teeth of whatever type (spur, helical. bevel, hy- 
poid o r  worm) transfer power and motion through rela- 
tively tiny areas of mutual contact in the form of very 
narrow bands or ellipses. so narrow as to be spoken of 
as the "line of contact". This is because the curved sur- 
faces of the mutually contacting teeth are opposed to 
one another, as they also are between the rollinq elements 
a n d  the inner ring of rolling bearinqs: whereas, in con- 
trast, in plain bearings the curvature of the shaft and 
bearing conforin to one another. Thus. contact condi- 
tions in gear teeth and in rolling element bearinqs are 
said to be counterformal. while those in plain bearings 
are  said to be conformal. T h e  tiny contact areas in coun- 
terformal contacts are thus subject to very high stresses 
a n d  contrast with the low stresses in conformal contacts. 
Cear  teeth thus have to be made from strong, hard 
materials. such as steel and the harder bronzes. .As a 

further consequence, because they have very limited 
plasticity, they need to be very accurately made and 
aliqned if excessive local overloadinq is to be avoided. 

Opposing gear teeth move over one another with a 
combination of sliding and rollinq motion. Rolling rno- 
tion does not promote rapid wear of surfaces, but sliding 
does. Cear teeth cannot work without some sliding action 
and pure rolling action only occurs in spur, helical. and 
bevel gears, and then only momentarily a t  the pitch 
point. In all other types of gears, there is some sliding 
combined with the rollinq action a t  all positions of the 
point of contact. T h e  faster the rate of sliding. the more 
difficult the conditions of lubrication become. The slid- 
ing speed depends on the peripheral or  pitch-line speed 
of the gears and the distance of the point of contact from 
the pitch point. T h e  maximum rate occun at the tips 
of the teeth and the larger the tooth, i.e. the smaller the 
ratio: 

Pitch circle diameter 
Addendum height 

which is usually close to the number of teeth in the Tear, 
the greater the deqree of slidin$. High s p e d  q r a n  are. 
therefore, convenientlv made with relatively l a r ~ e  num- 
bers o f  teeth. 

In the case of spur, helical, and bevel gearr. thcre is 
no sliding along the line or band of contact; and. brrause 
the band is so narrow, any contact hetween asp<-rities 
is of c.ornparativelv short duration so that the probrtbilitv 
of damaqe is relativelv small. In worm and IiypuitJ qean 
in contrast, there is sorne slidinq alonq the linc of'contact 
which increases the severity of the conditions ot' lubrica- 
tion and makes for different approaches In the srlection 
of lubricants. 

As a tinal point on conditior~s of contact. thr: Important 
difference in tooth action hetwren spur and helical qrars 
and betwern s t ra~qht  bevel and sp~ra l  he\,rl :cars [nus t  
he rnrntioncd. In [he case of spur and s~ ra iq l~ r  I~et.rl 



gears. there are alternatelv one pair. then rwo pairs of 
teeth in contact. .Any wear that occurs duriny single pair 
contact does not result in relief by transferring the load 
to another pair of teeth so that. once started, wear can 
continue. In contrast, in helical and spiral bevel gears, 
there are usually two or  more pairs of teeth in contact. 
Thus, if any wear occurs between one pair of teeth, more 
load is transferred to the other pairs o'f teeth in contact. 
and the load on the pair undergoing wear is reduced. 
The conditions of lubrication are thus much easier in 
helical and spiral bevel gears, and the truth of the saving 
"helical gears run-in, but spur gears run out" will be 
appreciated. 

WEAR 

Under normal conditions, nominally unlubricated or 
"dry" gear teeth are covered by a film of oxide and 
adsorbed gases, water vapor, etc., from the atmosphere. 
This film may properlv be considered as a primary lubri- 
cant film, for if it is removed, by severe rubbing, by 
operation in inert gases, or under very high vacuum, 
wear rates and friction increase enormously. 

Leaving aside, for the moment, surface fatigue for 
separate consideration, there are basically three types of 
wear: 

( I )  Mild wear of the oxide film 
( 2 )  Adhesive or severe wear of the metal (scuffing) 
(3) Plowing 

When asperities on opposing surfaces contact one an- 
other during sliding, there must be some mutual defor- 
mation which may be either elastic or plastic. If the 
asperities have a slope of about 1 degree or less. they 
deform elastically and the oxide film remains intact. 
Some wear of the oxide film only occurs. but at  a rate 
which. in practice, little affects the performance of the 
gears within their working life. 

rapidity. The prevention of adhesive wear. especiaily the 
severe form known in the t ' .  K. as 'scufinq", and in the 
U. S. as "scoring". is the inaiii purpcse of lubricarioll. 
But, before this aspect is considered, i t  will be con\,enient 
to discuss the third form of wear: plowing or abrasion. 

What is called plowing in fundamental wear studies 
is often known as "abrasion" when i t  occurs between qear 
teeth. Alternatively, i t  is sometimes called "scoring" in 
the C'. K. or, when minor, "scratching". One form of 
plowing occurs when a very hard, rough, surface is mated 
with a softer one. 111 the general case, the asperities on 
one surface wear down the asperities on the other, but, 
in this case, the asperities on the harder surface are not 
worn down by rubbing of the softer one but, instead, 
continually cut into i t .  

In this case, therefore, it is important that t l ~ r  harder 
rubbing surfaces are properly smoothed or polished. The  
most common example of this is the worm Scar in which 
the case-hardened steel worm should be hiqhiy polished 
so as not to wear the phosphor bronze wheel. The  prob- 
lem can also arise, however. when a case-hardend steel 
pinion is niated with a soft steel wheel, unless the pinion 
teeth are particularly finely finished. 

A second form of plowing occurs when hard. sharp- 
edged particles, such as sand. or grindiri? dust. get caught 
between qear teeth. Such particles are liable to stick 
temporarily to gear teeth surfaces and plow into the 
surface of teeth which mate with them. ll'here two gears 
have teeth with markedly diferent surface I~ardnesses, 
the abrasive particles tend to embed themselves better 
in the softer teeth, consequently the harder teeth tend 
to suffer the greater amount of wear. Plowin? from hard 
particles or dirt is particularly liable to occur in grease 
lubricated years. since the particles cannot escape from 
the vicinity of the mcsh as easily as they can with oil. 
According to a recent study, ( I )  only particles qreater 
than about 20 microns are important for this form of 
wear in gears. 

' -  T - I - .  therefore. breaks up  exposing the bare metal which can , ' ' ;  , . , 1 
b .  ; - ) . . . . . . then readilv adhere or weld to similarly exposed metal 

on the o o ~ o s i n e  surface. .As slidine continues. the area > . , :: ,! 4.; * ; , . h .  :; a; 

ture makes welding easier and conditions generally more suhco oil pump Tho abrasion (,,,,~.d 

severc, the rate of wear usuallv considerablv increases in by sand left in tho o n g ~ n o  block casting. 



Of the rolling actlon between gear teeth. the 
marks from hard asperltia or hard panicles are 

rrlallvely 'hen in l e n g h  (21. as shown in Fis. I. 

~ ~ u N D A R Y  LUBRICATION 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ g  to the conditions of adhesion. to reduce 
friction and wear the normal film of oxide, adsorbed 
Iucs and  vapors may be protected. supplemented, or 

completely replaced by other, more suitable, solid 
films. For example. the surfaces may be given a prior 
phmpha(ing treatment. o r  impregnated with graphite or 

disulphide powders. The most common way 
,,, ~,, ,w~ver,  to incorporate so-called "boundary lubri- 
, Jnrs.. in the oil so that they may produce. by physical 
,,,iwrption o r  chemical reaction. the desired film which 
,ill be soft and easily sheared. but difficult to penetrate 
.,r wrnovc from the surfaces. 

Typical of these "boundary lubricants" are long chain 
fatty acids such as stearic acid, which form closely packed 
rilms. either by adsorption of their acid end qroups into 
rtre surface oxide, or  by reaction with the oxide to form 
the soap of the gear metal ( 3 ) .  This type of film is 
indicated schematically in Fie;. 2a. These films become 
~nctrective at the desorption temperature or the melting 
point of the rnetal soap. which are generally around 
IIW) <I only, but, within their range of applicability, they 

%- 2~-Sch.moiic diagram rynr rmi ing  chomisarpl$on of shoric acid 
an imn sudsce to form m manolayer of iron st-k with an 

usontially oqanic outer surface Ref. ( 3 ) .  

give low friction. In year lub.icants, these boundary 
additives are chieflv used in connection with worm years 
where the bronze wheel forms a chemicafly reactive part- 
ner and where low friction is especially desirable. 

For the more severe conditions in sterl-steel eears, 
expeciallv hypoid gears, this type of boundary lubricant 
is normaily inadequate and additives, which will form 
films having higher meltinq points and greater adherence 
to the metal substrate, are required. More chemically 
reactive oil-soluble materials involving one more of the 
elements chlorine. phosphorus, and sulfur (often also lead 
and zinc) are thus used. These materials are gcnerallv 
known as extreme pressure or EP ayents. though "es- 
treme temperature" would have been a better descrip- 
tion, and were originally desiqned for lubricants for the 
hypoid Fear axles of passenqer cars and truck.  The 
principle has, however, been extended, to lubricants for 
industrial gears. 

The active elements; i.e.. the chlorine. phosphorus and 
sulfur may be incorporated individually into orqanic, 
oil-soluble compounds, several of which may be added 
to an  oil. or. alternatively, two or  more of the elements 
may be present in one organic compound. Examples of 
the first kind arc chlorinated paraffin wax, tritolvl phus- 
phate. dibenzyl disulphide and, though an extreme case. 
free sulfur. Examples of the second kind are sulfo-chlori- 
nated fatty oils, chlorophosphonates, and thiophos- 
phates. 

Basically, these additions undergo decompositions at 
the pressures. temperatures, and other conditions of the 
contact, the decomposition products producinp; on the 
teeth surface a film which is softer, less brittle and more 
adherent and therefore more elfective than the oxide. 
The  detailed mechanisms involved are seldom known, 
and even then usually in relation to performance in 
laboratory rigs. Essentially i t  seems, however. that those 
additives which are effective under mild conditions pro- 
duce a mainly hydrocarbon film firmly anchored to the 
surface bv their reactive groups (Q). Under more severe 
conditions. however, these groups react with the surfaces 
to produce layers which are largely inorganic: e.g.. iron 
phosphates, chlorides, sulphides, probably all of rather 
complex tvpes ( 3 )  (5). This type of film is indicated 
schematically in Fiq. 2b. Broadly speakinq, the phospho- 
rus containinq additives are generally effective under 
relatively mild, steadv runninq conditions, but those 
containinq chlorine, and especially those containinn sul- 
fur. are required for the severer conditions ol' service. 
including shock loads. T h e  melting points of the iron 
chlorides are, of course. considerably lower than those 
of the iron sulfides. The  reacted layers tend to have 
greatest thickness where sliding speed and pressure. and 
consequently surface temperature, are qreatest. Thus,  
Fiy. 3, taken from the work of Borsoff ( 6 ) ,  shows, in the 
case of spur gears, a minimum EP film thickness at the 
pitch line. 

The  catalvtic effect of the bare metal of the tooth 
surface mav be needed in some of these additives, partlc- 
ularly where phosphorus is the principal c-lement In- 



Fig. 2b--Sch.ma(ic diogmrn ropmwnting inorganic film of iron sulfide 
on iron fad by sulfur in the oil. 

volved. For the metal to be catalvtically active, the oxide 
layer has to be removed from the surface by the rubbing 
action of its partner. Consequently, such additives are 
not very effective outside the zone of contact and are 
not very effective under conditions of suddenly applied 
loads where distortion of the teeth under load may bring 

FILM THICKNESS IN MONOLAYERS 

DISTANCE FROM PITCH CIRCLE, m.m. 

Fig. 3-lntmsity of EP film along a tooth p rd le  

parts of' the surface into contact which have othcnvise 
not been subject to sliding (7). Accordingly, suifur or 
chlorine containing EP additives are preferred tc those 
containing phosphorus for shock load conditions whcrc 
parts of the teeth not previously run together may be 
brought into sudden contact. 

To  be effective rapidly and economically. it is desirable 
that E P  additives should be able to concentrate on the 
surfaces needing their protection. That  is, desirably, the 
additive should be able to adsorb onto the surface and 
highly polar substances are thus advantageous. I t  follows, 
too, that the oil should preferably not contain other 
additives. or itself contain components which are more 
polar than the EP  additive, otherwise the EP activity 
may be insufficient or  the EP additive mav have to be 
used at  a higher concentration than otherwise necessan. 
(8). I t  is, for example, a common finding that EP addi- 
tives are less responsive in the more aromatic base oils. 

If the EP film formed is readily wiped away by the 
rubbing action, for example if it is working at  a tempera- 
ture close to its melting point or  if the Film formed does 
not adhere well to the base metal, scuffing may be prr- 
vented at  the expense of an  excessive rate of wear. Thus. 
the EP additives intended for use with new hypoid seam 
often allow excessive wear of bronze worm gears a t  high 
oil temperatures. Such oils are, therefore, not generally 
advisable for bronze worm gears if oil temperatures are 
consistently above about 70 C. 

Compared with automotive gear oils. industrial qear 
oils have to work under a wider range of conditions. 
They have, for example, to be able to lubricate steel-on- 
bronze gears as well as those of steel on steel. they have 
to be compatible with the materials of construction of 
more complicated gystems and they have to be compiitl- 
ble with water. In the latter respect. thev should be ahlc 
to separate easily from any water that miqht cet in10 
the lubr~cativn system. while the EP additives. and rhc 
E P  films formed by them. should not be decomposed b!. 
water. It is for the latter reason that chlorine-conta~ning 
additives have never been popular for industrial gear oils. 
since iron chloride readily hvdrolvses and i t  is nor alwavs: 
possible to prrvent this occurring by using a second 
protective film. Lead soap, inactive sulfur typr oils h a w .  
therefore, generally been preferred. But. recently, b ~ c a u x  
of fears of environmental pollution by lead and cert:lln 
limitations in thermal stability, there is a steadv trcntf 
towards the use of sulfur-phosphorus type additivt.s. 

HYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION 

Xfost gears run at loads and speeds at  which continu- 
ous operation under boundary or EP  conditions ~8ould 
~'esult in excessive rates of wear. Except durinq startlnc 
and stopping. most gear teeth run with only i n t e r m i t t ~ 1 ~ ~  
and transient contact between opposing a~~erit1e.i .  For 
tile majority of their life. most of the load is carrlecl h" 
a hydrodynamically eenerared ti lm of oil. tvpicallv "LCr' 

aqing a thickness of one to two nlicrons. For- nlarlv \'r.L" 

however, calculations based on the theom 0 1  ~ ~ ~ ( * r ' ' a  



t t v n J m i c  lubrication published by Osborne Reynolds in 
a n d  shown to be \ . d i d  for plain bearings. gave film 

;!,;l.knessrs which were far roo small to b e  considered 
I,,,,. ~t ws, therefore. believed tha t  most g e a s  ran under  
, r , , l , n lv  boundary lubrication conditions. b u t  neverrheless 
,nal lv  instances were known of g c a n  which had run for 

lony times a n d  yet still showed original machining 
mMks over  the majority of rhr  workinq surface. 

.mat inconsistencies have been resolved over the  last 
20 b y  t h e  derivation of more accurate mathe- 
rr la t lcs l  a n a l y s e  a n d  their confirmation by accurate and  
wphisticated laboratory measurements. T h e  classical 
!heor). of Osborne  Reynolds a n d  his f o l l o \ ~ e n  assumed 
ltlar the solid surfaces were perfectly riyid a n d  that  the 
visCosily of the  oil remained constant.  These assumptions 
 re reasonably close to the truth in the case of  plain 
},c;lrinqs where the contact surfaces were conformal a n d  
,i:e pressure low, a round  15 kg/cm2, but ,  in the case of 
,.car teeth with highly counrertbrmal contact a n d  very 
111ch contac t  pressures. u p  to  100 kg;mm2. the" werc 
r:irher l'ar f rom the t ruth.  Thus ,  the elastic deHection of  
r l ~ c  5 u r t c e  in contact could be shown to be marly times 
ttic oil tilm thickness beinq sought, while a t  pressures of 
3 0  ky/ mm' rhe oil viscosity could be raised L00.00() 
r i mcs. 

Separa te  allowance for these two effects in the 
f<c.vnolds theory produced insufficient increase in the 
, .llculatcd film thicknesses. but ,  when the two effects wrre 
raken toqether, tilm thickness. film profiles, and  pressures 
;iistribution within the film could be calculated which 
.lereed with practical experience a n d  with laboratory 
rlleasurcmcnts m a d e  a t  about  the same rime a n d  subse- 
clurntlv 19) ( ( 0 ) .  Lubrication under these conditions has 
t ~ e e n  given the name "elastohvdrodynamic" or  EHL. 

T h e  theory a n d  results of EHL a r e  by  riow well known. 
O n e  of  t h e  most interesting results, a p a r t  from the real- 
ization t h a t  oil films of  a b o u t  one micron thickness can,  
after all. exist between e a r  teeth. is that  the film thick- 
ness, under  constant temperature conditions. is hardly 
alfecred b y  load a t  all. According to the rvrdely used 
fc)rmula d u e  to  Dowson a n d  Higginson. film thickness 
varies on ly  as load raised to the power minus 0.13 a n d  
can. therefore. be ignored in approximate calculations. 
For parallel-shaft gears; i.e., spur  a n d  helical, a n  approx-  
llnate cxprcssion for film rhickness in terms of qear di-  
mensions is: 

where 

h,,, = oil film thickness a t  the pitch line in microns 

po =.oil viscosity a t  atmospheric pressure a n d  the 
temperature of the gear tooth surface in 
centipoise 

C', = pitch line speed mi's 

L) = center  distance m m  

It may  seem extraordinary that  film thickness is virtu- 
ally independent of load,  but  the point is that  the verv 

thin oil film under hiqh pressure actuailv becotnes more 
riqid than the metal. Thus ,  a n  increase in rhr load results 
in a Hatteninq of  the metal a n d  a n  expansion ul' the area 
of contact rather than a decreased lilni thickness. 

It  must be apprec~a ted .  however. that  t h ~ s  expression 
assumes that  the viscositv rcmains constant: that is. thc 
temperature remains constant.  In actual fact, a n  increase 
in load generally raises the temperature a n d  decreases 
the viscosity, thus indirectly decreasing film thickness. 

FATIGUE PITTING OF GEAR TEETH 

Knowledqe of e lu tohvdrodvnamic  fi lm thickness he- 
tween <ear teeth has been of great benefit in increas~ng 
o u r  understandinq of the pl~erlornenon of fatique p i t r ~ n g  
of thework~nqsur faceofeear  tceth. Typical faticue pittinq 
is shown in Fiq. 4. Note that the pits mai~il:, arrse below 
the pitch line: i.e., in the dedendurn of' the tooth H a n ~ .  
the point of the tvpical "oyster shell" shape bemy 
pointed in the direction of slidinq. Surface f a t i ~ u e  i:, rhe 
result of repeated surface o r  sub-surface stresses brvond 
the endurance limit of the material. T h e  stresses mav be 
excessive d u e  to local overloadine. from misaliqnment 
o r  undulations in the surface a n d  from dvnamic loads. 
a ided by stress-raisers, either in the surface in the form 
of dents o r  =perities. o r  below the surface a t  hard non- 
metallic inclusions in the alloy. hforcover, a s  s u ~ g e s t e d  
by Broersma i / /  ), p ~ t t i n g  may be initiated bv the sub- 
surface being weakened by too rapid hobbing. 

T h e  extent of contact between asperities on  the op- 
posiny surfaces seems. howet;er. to  play a major part in 
the phenomenon. A very close correlation between tend- 
encv to pittinq a n d  what tnav be called thc s p e c ~ f c  
roughness ratio D :  

- S u m  of oeak to valley roughnesses 
D = 

Theoretical c13stohvdrodl;nam~c tilm thlcknms 

has been obtained in laboratory tests ( ( 2 )  as shown in 
Fig. 5 ,  a n d  in surveys of practice. Thus.  when D was 
0.1 o r  just over no pitting occurred even after 107 cycles. 
There  is evidence tha t  when the surfaces art= of unequal 
hardness the roughness of the harder  is the more impor- 
tant ( ( 3 ) .  However this m a v  be. the correlation suy,qmts 
the advisabilitv of having, sharp. smooth. well-finished 
cutter blades, correct cut t inq technique. cuttlny oil. etc.. 

Fig. 4-Fatigum p~tting 



Specific ,000 
roughness , a  i 

believe that the effect is due to the EP additive prevent- 
inq the crests of the undulations from work hardening 
so that they can continue to deform plastically, thus 
spreading the load and reducing surface stresses. 

Finally. perhaps most important of all, is the effect 
of shock loading on pitting. Recent work by Onions and  
Archard (13) has shown that, under otherwise compara- 
ble conditions, case-hardened steels suffered pitting in a 
gear rig at only 100th of the number of cycles that they 
did in a disk machine. Their conclusion was that this 
difference was due to the dynamic effect of load from 
the intermittent contact of the gear teeth. The effect of' 
shock loads in practical gears must be even greater. 

Fig. 5-lnfiumce of tpoeific audoco roughness "D" on farigurn 
pitting. 

FILM FAILURE: SCUFFING AND 
INClPlENT SCUFFING 

since no tooth surface can have a better surface finish 
than that of the cutter which produces it. 

Another way of restraining pitting in practice would 
be to improve the ''D ratio" by using more viscous oils, 
but, in practice, a n  effective increase in the viscosity of 
the oil on the teeth is not always possible: An increase 
of oil viscosity grade is often limited by considerations 
of low temperature starting, and, where high speed plain 
bear ing are lubricated by the same oil, the bearings heat 
the oil almost irrespective of its viscosity grade until it 
has more or less the same operating viscosity. 

The "D factor" is, of course, not the only factor in- 
volved in the phenomenon of pitting. Other important 
factors are the hardness and microstructure of the two 
gear materials, in particular a large amount of free ferrite 
in steels is believed to promote pitting. Accuracy of 
alignment and profile, and a low range of uridulations 
along the width of the teeth, are also important. Actu- 
ally, Fig. 4 is a clear example of the profile error known 
as "split marking". Thus, there is a band of heavily 
deformed metal on the addendum surface and heavy 
pitting on the dedendum. In between thcsc two pro- 
tuberances, from the profile. there is a band showing 
original machining marks which carried no load. This 
"split marking" is due to the hob not having been 
mounted concentric to its axis of rotation and is also 
characterized bv a corresponding single protuberance in 
the middle of the profile of the reverse flank. 

Associated with the effect of tooth errors is the effect 
of El' additives. When the effect of EP additives on 
fatigue pitting is investigated in laboratories using very 
accurate surfaces such as In disc mach~nes, i t  is almost 
always found that EP additives promote pitting. This 
effect is still discernible in laboratory gear rig tests, where 
althouqh aliqnment. profile accuracy and surface finish 
are very good, they are not as e;ood as in disk machines. 
But experience, in practice with several sets of gears for 
marine steam turbines having rather pronounced undu- 
lations. repeatedly showed that whereas a standard tur- 
bine oil allowed heavy pittinq on the crests of the undu- 
lations, a chlorine-con~ainin~ EP turbine oil prevented 
p~t t inq  from occurrinq ( 1 4 ) .  There is good reason to 

If the load is increased on a pair of runninq gears, 
lubrication eventually fails. The  power absorbed and the 
noise suddenly increase and  zmoke may be produced. 
The  tooth surfaces are found to be worn and damaged 
as shown in Fig. 6a. This condition is known in the U. K. 
as "scuffing". and in the U S 4, as "scoring" and is often 
preceded by a somewhat milder form of damage shown 
in Fig. 6b. 

T h e  causes of this latter form of rapid adhesive wear 
are even less certain than for scuffing. but it may possibly 
be due to the boundary film failing on one side before 
it does on the other. It is. however, recognized as a pre- 
cursor of scuffing (15). and seems to be identified with 
the phenomenon of "ridging" which occurs in hypoid 
gears under some conditions of high torque-low speed 
operation (16). At the risk of making a confusing termi- 
nolog). even worse. i t  seems preferable for the purposc: 
of this paper to call i t  "incipient scuffing" and thus avoid 
any suygestion that i t  is caused by plowing of hard 

Fig. 6a-Scufing (FZG Rig) 



Fig. 6b--Incipient srulRng (FZG Rig) 

particles or asperities which its other names "scoring" 
and  "abrasion" may do. 

Scuffing is a panicularl>- severe form of adhesive wear. 
\lrtallic junctions grow in areas durinq slidinq and  it 
ib  believed that when these jvnctions grow to the extent 
illat they coalcsce with one another. or cannot be pre- 
vented from coalescinq by the lubricant. the sudden 
inc:rcase in strength of the weld brings about the special 
condition of scuffiny ( I ; ) .  In practice, howevcr. there is 
often uncertainty as to whether or  not scuffing has oc- 
curred and  various descriptions such as "hiqh speed", 
"low speed", "self-healing", and "self-aggravating 
scuffing" are sometimes used. 

Wha t  seems to be an  invariable concomitant of 
scuffing with steels, whose presence is used to decide cases 
of doubt. is the appearance in the microstructure of the 
rubbing surfaces and sub-surfaces of white etching layers. 
.ilthouqh there is not yet unanimity on the nature and 
[nethod of formation of thcse white-etching-lavers. a 
larqe section of informed opinion considers them to be 
supersaturated, untempered martensite. They are be- 
lieved to be formed under conditions of rollinq and slid- 
ins  contact by the combined hydrostatic pressure and 
shear pmducine; such hiqh stresses that micro cracks are 
formed whose Hanks are heated up to the melting point 
by the rapid deformation. The  surrounding carbides are 
then dissolved into the deformed y iron I-attice (18) .  
LVhcther the white layers form immediatelv before or 
immediately after scufinq is not clear. but one can easily 
irnagine that surface tilms would be easily disrupted by 
the local contraction and .softening of the steel. 

It has been suggested that such failures may occur by 
some thermal breakdown of a previously complete EHL 
film. hrhether this is so or not, such damage must cer- 
tainly result i f  boundary lubrication breaks down over 
a substantial area and. havinq broken down. the in- 

creased roughness of [he surfaces must reduce rhe 
amount of load that could be carried by the EHL tilrn. 
Recent work (19)  in fact suggests that just before scctffing. 
occurs around 10 percent of the load may be carried by 
boundary contacts, thouqh these contribute 3s much as 
one-half to two-thirds of the total friction. 

EHL theory cannot as yet account for failure of the 
film, but there seems little doubt that thermal effects, 
possibly including desorption, melting, etc.. of surface 
films is involved. Thouqh there is some doubt as to its 
absolute validitv, the "Flash Temperature Theorv" of H. 
Blok ( 20 )  has proved verv useful in practlcc for gears 
runninq at moderate speeds. According to this theorv, 
when the transient temperature of the tooth surfaces of 
gears lubricated by a straight mineral oil exceeds a value 
which is dependent only on the nature of the oil and 
the gear materials, the lubrication film breaks down and 
the tooth surfaces scuff. The transient surface tempera- 
ture, T,, is made up from two components. the steady 
surface temperature of rhe gear blank, T,, and the mo- 
mentary temperature tlash. T,, due to the heat developed 
by the friction of the contact. Thus, 

For spur gears, a n  expression for TI, also due to Prof. 
Blok. is 

where 

J =  instantaneous coefficient of friction for the 
contact area 

b = (kpc)"," the thermal contact coeficient for 
the tooth face material in which k = 
thermal conductivity, p = density. c = 
specific heatiunit mass 

w = tooth normal load/unit length of contact in 
the meshing position considered 

Z = Hertzian contact band width 

U Li, = tanqential speeds of teeth 1. 2 
perpendicular to the line of action for the 
meshinp position considered 

V = pitch line speed of the gears. 

The  value of / Vc- v n  ,I' \/%s dependcnt o n  rhe 
proportions of thc teeth. as indicated in Fig. i .  which 
relates to conditions at the tip of the driving pinion 
tooth. This figure stlows that the value. and. thcrcthrc, 
the severitv of conditions. increases with small ratios of 
Pinion dialneter/Addendum height: i.e.. the severity in- 
creases with the size of the tooth. It also shows that the 
higher the reduction ratio the easier the conditions. Fur- 
thermore. when the wheel drives the pinion: i.e.. the 
reduction ratio is less than one, conditions are morr 
severe than when the pinion drives the wheel. 



PINION DIAMETER 
PINION ADDENDUM 

Fig. 7-Hut of addendum proporlions and goor ratio om Aarh tom- 
prrature. 

Most companies using the flash temperature theory 
have developed typical values for the critical rempera- 
tures for the oils and gear steels that they use and pub- 
lished data is rather scanty. However. typical. values for 
paraffinic straight mineral oils and En 34 and 20 &in 
C r  5 (the steels for the IAE Gear Rig and FZG Rig 
respectlvel y) are: 

Oil Viscosity Critical Scuffing 
cSt at 60 C Temperature, " C  

In order to improve the accuracy of the Hash tempera- 
ture, various modifications have been supgtsted from 
tune to time. In particular. Carpcr and Iiu ( 2 1 )  have 
found in laboratory tests that the critical temperature 
varies with a dimensionless parameter consistinq of the 
absolute viscosity of the oil at  the conjunction tempera- 
ture. sliding speed, and sum vebocitv divided by the 
product of radius of curvature and thc averaqc Hertz 
stress. 

These methods require a fairly accurate estlmate for 

the blank temperature Tb. In some cases this may not 
be very difficult, but, in other cases, elaborate calculation 
by means of "thermal network theory" ( 2 2 )  mav be 
necessary. 

Indeed, according to recent work by Niemann and 
co-workers (?3), the blank surface temperature is, in fact, 
all-important. According to these workcrs, scuffing occurs 
not a t  a constant critical value of the transient surface 
temperature, but a t  a critical value of the steady surfacr 
temperature, Tb. And the critical value is not  constant 
but increases with speed. This theory takes El' oils into 
account, which the Blok theory does not, the slope of 
the critical surface temperature versus speed linm 
increasing with EP activity, as shown in Fig. 8. 

PITCH LINE SPEED, m/S 

Fig. 8-Critical wrtaco 1.mpuatvr.r for scuffing according '0 
Niemonn/Seihinger. 

Xnothcr typc of criterion is the "Fricrional 1'0\\(  

Intensity" o r i ~ i n a l l ~  suqyested by .Matveevsky ( L ' i  I nr: 

defined as the rate of production of frictional l~c..~r I!" 
unit area of Hertzian colltact. Bell and Dvson ( 2 ;  I h . ~ \ c -  
s h r ~ ~ . n  [hat this eavc the best rcsults in rhrir d i ~ k  nl:l( i ; l l ; '  

te~cs and Xlourh(,usr i Y G )  f'ound that frictic)nLii i)-\\''' 
intensity dividrd hv sliding speed raised ro r h ~  I ) ( ) \ \ "  

0.8 correlated best with scufFinq failures 111 sen 1 ~ .  

AS shown in Fig, 6a and b, when scufinq u c c u ~  [hcK 
is usually an area alony the pitch ilne wherr rhc. h l l ( i l f "  

conditions are not severe enouch 10 disrupt chr* 011 1 l i n 1  

But when, b,, accident. there is no oil there nr i11l. ~C'LJ!~:'' ' 
Inat, occur otrer the whole of [hr tuoth Har~h. .I .  '11'"''' 
in Fiq. ! j  I 27. 28 I .  



Fig. 9-Scuffing in th* akmu of a lubricant 

HEAT DISSIPATION 

T h e  vital importance of the surface temperature of 
gear teeth is apparent from the previous discussion and 
underlines the importance of the cooling function of the 
oil. Oil has to be supplied to gear teeth a t  a greater rate 
than necessary for lubrication in order to remove fric- 
rional heat as rapidly as possible, thus to keep the blank 
temperature as low as possible and to minimize the risk 
of thermal failure of the oil film. 

The  process of heat removal by this means has been 
analyzed i r ~  detail by de Winter and Blok (29) who 
conclude that there is a n  upper limit to the amount of 
heat which can be withdrawn, formulated as follows: 

Q,,, = 5.6 rnb R,w-% 

where 

Q,,, = the maximum amount of heat that can be 
withdrawn per unit width per meshing cycle, 

m = the tooth module. 

b = the thermal contact coefficient of the oil, 
approximately 500 SI units. 

8, = the difference between oil supplv temperature 
and gear surface temperature, 

w = the angular speed. 

All the above factors rxprased in consisrent units. 
Such rates are forrunatelv within the rate of supply 

used in practice, the lower limit of which is formed from 
the practical consideration that the sprayer nozzles 
should have a r;linimum bore of about 2.5 mm in order 
to avoid becoming accidentally choked by dirt in the 
oil. 

Heat is b a t  removed from the Fear teeth by spravinq 
the oil onto them when they are hottest: i.e., as they come 
out of mesh. Onlv i r ~  thc case ot' very hiyh speed years 

. is there a danger that the amount of oil left on rhe teeth 
on reentry into mesh will he insllfficient to form a lubrl- 

cating tilm and, therefore. to need a supplernentarv sup- 
ply a t  the inpoing side o i  mesh. .And, o n i ~  in rhe cahe 
of heavily loaded qenrs mith l a r ~ e  numbers ot recrh and 
running a t  high speeds. do  these authors conclude that 
better cooling than bv sprayinq onto the qcar reeth is 
needed. In such cases, it is suggested that cooling can 
be siqnificantlv improved by supplyinq oil to the inside 
of the qear by means of a banjo, the oil then passiny 
through holes in the rim into the tooth spaces, as alreadv 
is the practice in the sun gears of the Stoekicht design 
of epicyclic gear. 

EFFECT OF GEAR MATERIALS 
ON RESISTANCE TO SCUFFING 

It has long been known that hardness and strength 
of gear materials are not reliable indicators of resistance 
to adhesive wear. To quote blerritt: (30) "Of two carbon 
steels, one contain~ng 0.47, carbon and the other 0.55% 
carbon and so treated to give similar physical properties 
(i.e. Brinell hardness, tensile strength etc.) the steel w~ch 
the higher carbon content will be found in all but excep- 
tional circumstances to resist wear to an  appreciably 
higher degree. Similarly, a chromium steel containing 
0.3% carbon, 3% nickel and 0.8% chromium and heat 
treated to a strengrh of 55 t o n s / i n c h ~ i l l  usually be 
found to have a resistance to wear inferior to that of 
a 0.60% carbon steel of similar hardness." 

High carbon steels would thus be preferred if the only 
consideration were wear resistance, but strenpth and 
resistance to tooth breakage are possibly even more im- 
portant properties, and alloy steels are, therefore, com- 
monly used for the manufacture of highlv rated gears. 
Tungsten and molybdenum. as in high speed steels, are 
generally found to increase the resistance to scuffing, the 
effect being attribured to the presence in the micro- 
structure of massive carbide crystals having very hiyh 
hardness at  high temperatures. as is also the case with 
white cast irons. In contrast, the most poprllar allovinq 
elements, chromlum and nickel, either singly or in com- 
bination, generally seem to impair resistance to scufiny. 
Recently, .Matveevsky and co-workcn, (31) using a slow- 
speed bench rig, were able to correlate the surface energy 
of adhesion of oil to steel with the tendency to scuffing. 
Figure 10 shows the results obtained by these authors 
for additions of either chromium. nickel, or tunqsten to 
high carbon steel. 

In an  earlier approach to this problem. Niemann and 
Lechner (321 obtained, as shown in Fig. 1 1 ,  a siqnificant 
correlation between the rerained austenite content o i  a. 

number of different steels and their tendencv to scuff In 
the FZG test. These two approaches may have much in 
common. for certainly nickel increases the tendency to 
retain austenite. while chromium and tungsten do not. 

LVhen the lubricant film fails, the nature of the under- 
Iving oxide film is, of course, of first importance for the 
prevention of adhesion. And the nature of the r)xide laver 
on steel may depend on its alloying elements. Chrornlurn. 
partlcularlv, has a qreacer affinity for oxyqen than iron 
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Fig. 1 0-Dopmdence of criticol temperature on alloy content 
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Fig. 1 1  -D.ueau of relative uufRng load with i n r r ~ r i n g  oushnite 
content of gear matuial. 

has, and,  with 1 1  percent Cr,  there is a n  almost complete 
layer of chromic oxide rendering such steel stainless and 
resistant to further oxidation; e.R scaling. This chromic 
oxide laver, which will tend in low alloy steels to occur 
particularly on  hiqh spots where there is rubbing, is very 
hard and brittle and. therefore. very liable to break up 
under sliding load to expose bare u~eta l .  L,loreover. the 
hard oxide fragments may abrade the oxidr film on the 
mating surface. Adhesion would thus be promoted. This 
may be the cause of the drop in load -cay inq  capacity 
at higher concentrations of chromium shown in Fig 10. 
Thus, the difficult" of avoiding scuffiny with 18/8 
austenitic stainless steel may be due  more to its thin, 
brittle oxide laver than to its austenitic structure. But 
experiments by Grew and Cameron (8) showed that the 
nature of the oxide film is not the only factor involved. 
They used the same 4.25 percent Ni 1.25 percent Cr  
case-carburized steel; i.e., havinq the same type 01' oxide 
laver. but with ditferent quenching treatments to ~ i v r  

in one case a structure with 1 5  percent retained austenite, 
in the other case only 5 percent austenite. It was found 
that, in the former case. there was a breakdown of the 
lubricant film at a temperature of about I50 C, whereas 
in the latter case therc was no failure up to 199 C. Thus, 
the question as to why austenite should be more prone 
to scuffing than rnartcnsite once the oxide film has been 
removed still needs a n  answer. 

However, when in turn the oxide film fails. the final 
barrier to adhesion is the monolayer film of oxygen 
bound to the steel, or  monolayer film formed from the 
lubricant, or  a combination of the two. These films can 
be very tightly bound to metal surfaces, as has been 
clearly shown by Keller and co-workers (,33), and need 
tracua of 10-"orr. and argon ion bombardment for 
their removal in the laboratory or. in practical situations. 
high temperatures or gross pla5tic deformation. Work in 
the USA has shown that films from light saturated or- 
ganic vapom do not form a v e n  elfective film on pure 
iron, whereas oxvqen and some oxygen and sulfur com- 
pounds do  (34, 35. 36, 37). There is also evidence that 
small concentrations of carbon in iron greatly reduce 
adhesion. The  picture is incomplete, but i t  would seem 
reasonable to suppose either that the presence of carbon 
atoms in the metal surface by themselves reduce adhe- 
sion. o r  that hydrocarbon films bond more tenaciously 
to the carbon atoms than to the iron atoms in steel. Thus, 
another factor in the relative resistance of steel to adhe- 
sion or scuffing might be the 'relative concentration of 
carbon atoms in their surfaces. This depends on the 
degree of strain necessary in the metal lattice to a a o m -  
modate the carbon atoms. and i t  is certain that therc 
is much less strain. and accordingly less surface scq-regn- 
tion. in austenite than in martensite. 

T h e  availability of carbon atoms in the surface thuk 
offers a possible explanation for the differing resistclnc.c. 
to scuffing shown bv austenitic and marterisitic struc- 
tures. T h r  reasoning also extends to the case of unhard- 
ened pearlitic steels. although in this case i t  is likelv that 
the interruption of the ferrous surface by the carbidc3 
restrains scuffinq by preventinq the jurlctions from grow- 
i n  in size. But, i t  is of interest that this explariallor~ 
would not apply in the case of the bronzes w t ~ r r r  t i l t .  

t'u~iction of tin seems analoqous to  hat of carbon i r i  s1rc.i .  

\Vith the bronzes, for worm wheels a I 2  percent [ I : .  

phosphor bronze has been found by experience to clkc 
optimum results. but thouyh this malerial is r.uccp[l(~I1 
ally resistant to scufhnq. i t  is ratlier apt ro perniir pl[ill!!: 
and somewhat deficient in bend in,^ strength. XIuri~l r i l  U I T L  

bronzes are, therefore, used for slow-speed hidi-tl)r(!'L" 
worm gears, a further advantage beinq t h e ~ r  Iowrr 1.0':- 

Unfortunately, however, aluminium bronze is [ ~ r ( ~ n ~  "' 
scuffinq, even after proloneed running-in (.78). Thl5 I' 

partly attributable to the thin. hard, and brittlr nafur 

of the aluminium oxide which coven the surface ~ l l d  nl"' 
gives this material its considerable rrsistance to rorr'oslor'. 
partlv perhaps also to the [act that a l u m ~ n i u r ~ l  1' ll"".!- 
ently a more difficult metal to lubr~catc tharl : i l l  I ? '  
it is i~gnificanr that reccritlv developed processch ] ( I '  !" '  



.in$ the wear-resistance of yellow rnetals arc basicallv 
dilfusion of hiqh tin a l l a n  into the surface (39 ) .  This 

,rlJ,, be because. like carbon in steel, tin, which is i l l  the 
of the Periodic Table. is able to fc;m btable 

,,,c;lnoderivaties from the oil. which aluminium, beinq 

;,, different group, d o g  not do so readily or so well. 
J~~ events, the best policy with aluminium bronze 

Seems to be to depend as little as possible on 
boundary films and  to maximize hydrodynamic lubrica- 
tion by using as viscol~s an  oil as possible. 

RHATIONSHIP BnWEEN PITTING 
AND SCUFFING 

Pitting and scuffing are usually treated as being dis- 
! r : l c . r  ,111d separate phenomena, the former generally oc- 
,.::rrlng at low speeds. the latter generally occurrinq at  
! l l q t ~  speeds. There is however. much evidence (SO, 41') 
( I ~ . ~ L .  ar least sometimes, the two are interconnected, 5 0  

rh;l[ scuffing is sometimes found to promote subsequent 
pittins which. especially the form known as micropittinq. 
is tleld to cause subsequent scuffing. Although EP oils 

or  may not delay pitting, once it has appeared there 
is rcason for'their use on such occasions since they may 
prcvcnt scuffing from occurring subsequently. 

FRICTION IN EHL FILMS 

IIHL theory has been very successful in accurately 
ijrc-dicting the thickness of lubricant films in counter- 
~ o r m a l  contacts. But no simple theory has yet been de- 
vcloped to predict correctly the friction arising in such 
contacts over the whole range of speeds. though some 
complex analyses have come fairly close (42). It scyms 
that, within the contact and  under the influence oE the 
very high shear stresses ( 4 3 ) ,  the lubricant viscosity be- 
comes abnormally low. Tha t  is, lubricants which are 
Newtonian under other conditions are non-Newtonian 
in EHL contacts. This is a highly desirable effect because 
otherwise frictional resistance and power loss would be 
wry much higher. But, if the non-Newtonian effects are 
loo pronounced and occur in the inlet region of the film, 
then an  insufficient amount of oil is forced into the 
load-carrying region and  the film thickness is reduced. 
I~ic:allv, therefore. a lubricant for EHL should be 
Newtonian at the condit~ons occurring at the inlet to the 
film, but non-Newtonian when fully within the load- 
carrying film. 

Narurally, some types of lubricants are further from 
this ideal than others. T h e  silicones are too non-Newto- 
nian to be able to form suficiently thick tilms, while 
mineral oils, especially the LVI types, are insufficiently 
(Ion-Newtonian in the load-carrying film. Fatty oils such 
as castor oil. the synthetic diesters, and the polyglvcols 
;ire pretty close to rhe ideal. 

These properties are important. even thouqh in pmc- 
[ice E H L  tilms rnay not be complete. They ti nd their 
fullest importance in the lubrication of worm gears. since 
their power capacities are usually limited by temperature 
rise due to friction. Of these three t v p a  of lubricant. the 

polyglvcols have proved themselves mobt su;ted for heav- 
ily loaded. hot-running worm qean, since rhey are ava~ i -  
able in hiqh viscosity ranges and have excellent oxidation 
stabilitv. In contrast, the diesters are available only in 
comparatively low viscosity ranees and castor oil has 
relativelv very poor oxidation stability. 

FVhile this paper mainly deals with the lubrication of 
toothed gearing, it is appropriate a t  this point to mention 
the oil lubricated friction drives. In such transmissions, 
one surface drives another by tangential forces trans- 
mitted through EHL oil films, and hiah friction in the 
film is. therefore, required. Accordingly, the opposite 
types of oil are often preferred for friction drives com- 
pared with those for toothed gears. Thus. while worm 
gears are best lubricated by oils havinq predominantly 
linear structure. like fatty oils, polyglvcols and paraffinic 
mineral oils, the friction drives develop 1-5 slip with 
lubricants having a greater amount of cyclic yroups: e.q., 
aromatic? and naphthcnes. as found in LVI mineral 011s 
and certain synthetic oils such as polyphenyl ethers. 
alkylated naphthalene. chlorinated biphenyls. .Althouqh 
slip can be reduced by using such oils in preference to 
paraffinic mineral oils, the power loss is not necessarily 
reduced because it is the product of friction and slip. 
Since a reduction in slip is only the result cf an  increase 
in friction, the product may in fact increase. 

RUNNING-IN 

When gear units are first assembled. the contact be- 
tween the teeth never forms a full and continuous line 
because of the unavoidable inaccuracy in tooth cuttinq 
and in assembly. Initially, therefore, the areas of tooth 
contact are very limited and the local pressures tend to 
be very high. If full load and speed is applied immedi- 
ately to such a gear there is, therefore, a great danger 
that the surfaces will be damaged by abrasion or by 
scuffing. By running, however, under easy conditions 
such that abrasion and scuffing do not occur, the high 
spots on the surface are smoothly increased in length and 
area until contact is obtained over 80-90 percent of the 
face width. The gears may then take their proper de- 
signed loads and speeds without fear ot' damaqe. 

During running-in. adjustment of the surfaces occurs 
partly by lot21 wear at  high rates with production of 
metallic debris and partly by plastic flow. At the same 
time. the asperities on the surfaces are smoothed down 
and a thick oxide film develops on the surfaces so that 
wear increasingly becomes of the mild type with oxide 
debris. Eventually, the surfaces may become smooth 
enough, and of large enough area for EHL films to form. 
h t  that staqe. of course, wear virtually ceases, but, if the 
original surface undulations were rather pronounced, 
there may still be considerable areas of the teeth which 
do not bear load. Consequently, those parts of the teeth 
which do carry the load rnay be subject ro excessive stress. 
especially under shock loads, and may eventually Fail by 
pittinq. Thus. while running-in is important, it  cannot 
entirely eliminate the effects of poor machininq. 



Occasionally, it is possible to run-in years using a lower 
viscosity oil than is afterwards used in service, so that 
the area of contact is rapidly increased. EP  oils are also 
used during running-in. Initially, the idea was to protect 
against scuffing while promoting mild wear, but it now 
appears that at  least certain E P  additives promote run- 
ning-in by permitting plastic flow of the prominent areas 
of the surfaces ( 14) .  

Unhardened or through hardened chromium steels are 
particularly difficult to run-in because the surface oxide 
is not wholly iron oxide, but, especially where load and 
surface distortion are heaviest, contains large amounts 
of chromic oxide. Chromic oxide does not develop thick 
lavers readily, and, because it is also very hard and 
brittle, it breaks up  easilv under sliding loads exposing 
the bare metal thus promoting scuffing (44). 

Some gears, such as hypoid and spiral bevel gears of 
automotive rear axles, are particularly difficult to run-in. 
This is because, owing to mutual distortion of the gears 
and their mountings, the full width of tooth contact only 
occurs when very heavy loads are applied. Thus, certain 
pans  of the teeth cannot be run-in gradually under light 
load. It is to overcome this difficulty that EP  additives 
for hypoid gear lubricants have to be rather chemically 
active, so that they can rapidly form thick scuff-resist- 
ing films on steel surfaces even before they have ever 
come into contact. Then, when sudden overloads are 
applied and those surfaces come into contact, no dam- 
age occurs. 

SELECTION OF GEAR LUBRICANTS 

It will be apparent that about the most important 
property is viscosity. High VI paraffinic oils (80 VI and 
over) are generally preferred for gear lubrication because 
of better oxidation stability, better response to antioxi- 
dants and to EP additives, as well as a smaller change 
of viscosity with temperature than naphthenic oils. 
Where low pour-points are required, however, naphthenic 
oils are necessarily and quite happily used. For hot- 
running worm sears. however, because i t  is so important 
to minimize tooth friction, paraffinic oils are definitely 
preferred to naphthenic oils. and,  under the severest 
conditions, polyglycol types have proved extraordinarily 
effective. Similarly, where Sears have to start up a t  very 
low temperatures, i t  may be necessary to use synthetic 
oils, such as the diestcrs and the polvglycols. which 
change relatively little in viscosity with temperature and 
have v e n  low pour points. 

C.nerally speaking, providing the oil can be properly 
fed to the tooth surfaces. the hiqhcr the \'iscosiry crade 
of the oil the greater is the protection aqainst the various 
forms of surface damage. Oil viscosity grade is. however, 
limited in practice either by excessively high tempera- 
tures arising in fast runninq brarinys or by difficulties 
in startinq up from cold, or both. Thus, low viscosity 
grades are used for high speed gears and vicc versa. 
Accordinqly. there tends to be a proater risk of scufFinq 
at hiqh speeds t t~ali  ar lor%., but this is offset to a consid- 
erable extenr by rhc practice of designing hiqh speed 

gears to have smaller teeth and, therefore, a lower degree 
of slidillg, as well as to have lower loads. 

Some 5trstems of lubricant recommendation. therefore, 
simply use the pitch line speed of the gears to determine 

7 

the viscosity grade required; e.g., v, = 7,000/ L'V where 
v, is the viscosity grade required in cSt a t  100 F and Y 
is the pitch line speed in ft/minute. But load can be 
usefully taken into consideration as shown in Fig. 12 
developed a few years ago (45) .  This relates the viscosity 
grade v, to the value K/ V where K is Lloyd's load crite- 
rion related to Hertz pressure and defined as follows: 

where 

W, = tangential load in pounds per inch of face width 

d = pinion pitch diameter in inches (taken at the 
large end in bevel gears) 

p = gear ratio 

Figure 12 applies where ambient temperatures are in 
the range 10-24 C (50-75 F). 

Higher values of r s ,  are required under the following 
conditions: 

I. Ambient temperatures normally exceed 24 C (75 F). 
The appropriate correction will be 10 percent in viscosity 
grade per 3 C ( 5  Fj increase over 24 C (75 F]. 

2 .  The  gears are subject to shock loads; e.q., rollir~g. 
mill gears. An indication of the appropriate increase in 
viscosity grade can be rnadc by multiplying the A' factor 
by 1.3 for conditions of moderate shock or 2.0 for severe 
shock. 

3. T h e  mating gears have ( a )  similar chemical analv- 
ses or ( b j  include nickel chrome steel (except case hard- 
ened or nitrided  steel^. Increase the indicated value of 
v, by 35 percent where this condition applies. 
1. The  indicated value is less than that required for 

the bearings. 
Lower values of v, than those indicated may br. 

used : 
I ) \Vherl the ambienr temperature is normally br lo~\  

10 C (50 F)  

I." 1 > -.p-___..__. 

Fig. 11-oil v8lcos#ly grade recomm.ndation chart for 
gears. 



In some cases where the teeth have been phosphated 
or sulfur impregnated, ,the risk of scuffing durlnq 
runninq-in being reduced. h reduction of v,  of up to 
25 percent may be possible. 

\tram gears generally require a rather higher viscosity 
pdC of oil than spur, helical, and bevel gears do for 

input speed because the reduction of tooth 
friction is of greater importance. A recommendation 
~ys tem based on experience for units with case hardened 

worms and phosphor bronze wheels is given below: 

RECO.MMENDED OIL VISCOSITY GRADES 
(CST AT IOOC) FOR TOTALLY ENCLOSED 

WORM GEARS 

LVhere worm gears frequently start and stop under 
hlqh load, oils compounded with 5 percent fatty oil or 
11s cquivalent are recommended. 

LVhen information on output torque is available, a 
Inore accurate selection may be made from Fig. 13 using 
the parameter Mw/C3Nw in which iMw is the output 
torque in Ib. in., C the center distance in inches, and 
.V, the worm wheel rpm. In this parameter, a n  average 
relationship has been assumed between center distance 
and worm wheel diameter, and  the result is an  empirical 
measure of the quotient of surface stress in the conjunc- 
lion between the rubbing surfaces and the tendency to 
generate a n  oil film (45). 

The  formation of a load carrying oil film in worm 
cean  is specially liable to impairment by deflection of  
!he wheel and worm under heavy loads (46). It appean 
[hat  tooth friction can be a n  important part of the 
~iistorting forces since Kara and Wirtz (47) found that 
for each lubricant there is a maximum torque which, 

.- - 
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Fig. 13-Oil viscosity grad. rwammndation char( for worm gears. 

independent of speed, worm gean can c a w .  These au- 
thors have, therefore, suqgested replacinq the speed factor 
in Dudley's expression for maximum torque i48) by a 
factor which increases with increasin3 viscosity grade of 
the oil. 

TESTS FOR LOAD CARRYING CAPACIlY 

Straight mineral oils are perfectly adequate for the 
majority of gear units, but, where excessive loads may 
arise even if for only short periods: where the accuracy 
of the gear teeth or the compatibility of the steels may 
be in doubt; or where there is no time to run the gean 
in gently, EP  oils are commonly used. EP properties are 
often specified by type, such as "lead-containing", "sul- 
fur-phosphorus" etc. Often a particular level in a labora- 
tory test rig is also specified; e.g., a Timken O K  Value, 
(ASTM D2782), one of the many Four Ball criteria 
(IP339T), but most commonly the Weld Load (10 second 
or 60 second), an  FZC test (DIN 51 354), Ryder Test 
(ASTM D1947), or an  IAE test (IP166/68). 

All such tests are "steel on-steel" and can clearly dis- 
tinguish between a straight mineral oil and an EP oil, 
but there is little confidence in their ability to otherwise 
rate load carrying capacity. Experience with hypoid oils 
shows that there are basically two types of load carning 
additives: those that protect against scuffinq under 
steady load conditions; and those which can protect 
aqainst shock loading. Phosphorus containing additives 
such as the triaryl phosphate esten and especially the 
zinc dithiophosphates, give protection under steady load 
conditions but not under shock load conditions. In con- 
trast, highly chlorinated hydrocarbons and highly sul- 
furized materials. as in hypoid or full EP oils, are good 
under shock conditions. The standard gear rig tests rep- 
resent the steady load conditions very well and the zinc 
dithiophosphates give good results in these tests, but the 
hypoid oils usually cannot be failed by them. It has been 
pointed out that the steady way in which the load is 
raised in these tests helps to run-in the test years bv 
gradually relieving the tips and roots of the teeth. Such 
tests, therefore, favor zinc dithiophosphates with which 
wear is very slow ($9). Greater definition between the 
zinc dithiophosphate tvpe of additive and the full EP 
type has been obtained bv starting the IAE test at a hiqh 
load (50 ) ,  but this procedure has not been widely ac- 
cepted. In developinq a modified FZC spur gear test riq 
equivalent to the CRC L-42 High Speed Shock Test for 
hypoid oils. the FZC Institute have increased the center 
distance I'rom 91.5 mm to 140 mm with 8 mm module 
teeth instead of 4.5 so that the diameterladdendurn ratio 
for the pinlon reduces from 8.7 to 7.9. Also. to increase 
the severity the 19 tooth wheel drives the 15 tooth pinion 
instead of the 16 tooth pinion driving the 24 tooth wheel 
(51 ) .  (Refer Fig. 7.) 

Oils containinq phosphate esten or zinc dithiophos- 
phares are often called antiwear oils because in the Four 
Ball IVear Tcst at low loads and long duration: e.q.. .!O kq  
for 100 minutes. they allow only vr ry  small wt.L:r scars 



on the lower balls, whereas by other criteria, including 
the Weld Load, and in the Timken test they are only 
a little better than the base oil. Oils which allow rela- 
tively large Four Ball wear scars under these conditions, 
do not, however, necessarily allow rapid wear of gear 
teeth; e.g., the lead soap active sulfur hypoid oils, so that 
thc size of the wear scars on the lower balls is of limited 
significance. The difficulties of interpreting Timken O K  
Values in the range 335 lb to 80 plus have been well 
reviewed by Culp and Lieser (52) ,  but no recent discus- 
sion of the significance of the Four Ball Weld Load 
appears to have been made. 

Preference has usually been given to Four Ball criteria 
based on the conditions which first produce severe wear; 
e.g., two and one-half second seizure delay and the initial 
seizure load, on the grounds that they relate best to 
conditions in gears. In contrast, the Four Ball Weid Load 
has not been highly regarded for two reasons: because 
its value depends not only on the quality of the lubricant 
but also on the maximum torque that the machine can 
supply; i.e., because the results depend on the size of the 
motor and on the supply voltage; and because the rate 
of wear of the lower balls is so colossal that it cannot 
relate to events between gear teeth. Nevertheless, i t  is a 
quick and popular test for specification purposes; e.g., 
U. S. Steel specifications 230, 221, 222, 223, and general 
experience is that no hypoid oil with any pretensions to 
protection against shock load has a 10 sec Four Ball Weld 
Load lower than about 300 kg. In fact, the Royal Navy 
recently added a minimum Four Ball Weld Load 
(60 sec.) of 200 kg to the IAE Scuffing Load of 90 lbs 
minimum for their EP Turbine Oil specification in order 
to ensure a degree of protection against scuffing under 
maneuvering conditions. Furthermore, the oils with the 
best shock load characteristics in hypoid gears, (the lead 
soap active sulfur type) have very high Welds Loads- 
over 800 kg. 

It seems possible that the essential characteristic of 
scuffing under shock loading is the sudden, simultaneous 
removal of the protective film over large arcas on both 
sets of gear teeth. Up  to the weld load in the Four Ball 
Machine, the wear is concentrated on the lower balls, 
but at the weld load the film must also disappear within 
the time period on both moving surfaces. Thus, the weld 
load may reflect the ability of lubricants to form and 
maintain an  effective film rapidly on the top ball even 
though an inordinate amount of wear has to take place 
on the lower balls to provide the necessary degree of 
severity (53). 

PRACTICAL FACTORS 

The detail gone into above must not be allowed to 
obscure the imponance of practical engineering factors: 
The teeth must be accurately cut as regards pitch, profile, 
helix angle, and concentricity; thev must be accurately 
and rieidlv mounted and thev must be supplied with 
an adequate amount of clean, cool lubricant. (54 ,  55). 
The morc complex the lubrication svstem is, the easier 

it is for it to become contaminated, and the more difficult 
it is to clean and inspect i t .  And not onlv is i t  more 
difficult, but more important that thcse complex systems 
should be free frcm XI! debris 

CONCLUSION 

This paper attempts to review the most important 
aspects of gear lubrication from an enormous mass of 
literature that continually grows. But even so, important 
questions like the true nature of scuffing, how it comes 
about, and how it can accurately be taken account of 
in design, are not completely settled. The subject not only 
concerns engineers but brings in metallurgists. chemists, 
physicists, alid petroleum technologists. 
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